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The 1/16” cast-off found on current Citori produc-
tion is a reasonable compromise for an all-around field 
gun that will be used by both right-handed and left-
handed shooters. For pheasant, ducks and dove, where 
you have a fairly large window of opportunity to align 
the target and the sight plane, it should do quite well. 

But for quick, intuitive targets like quail, woodcock 
and grouse, 1/16” of cast-off isn’t enough to keep the 
right-handed shooter from shooting a bit high and to 
the left. It is better than zero cast, but it takes 3/16” or 
1/4” cast-off to have the gun shoot where he is looking. 
Stock bending or the judicious use of a wood rasp where 
the cheek meets the wood is all that stands in the way 
of converting a good field gun to a great birdgun.

Browning packs three choke tubes with all Citori 
field guns: Improved Cylinder, Modified and Full. This 
is too much choke constriction for guys who hunt in 
close cover or over close-working dogs. The Invector-
Plus™ choke system also offers optional Cylinder and 
Skeet choke tubes . . . a much better choice for 18- and 
20-yard birds. 

Like the man says: Perfection is in the details.

Browning Citori 16 Gauge 
Closeout

This is probably the last and final run of these great 
small frame guns. I have these models and barrel 
lengths in stock: 

Lightning, 26 and 28”.................................. $1,695
White Lightning, 26” ..................................... 1,795
Model 525 Field, 26 and 28”......................... 1,795
Model 525 Sporting Clays, 28, 30 and 32” ... 2,495
Lightning Grade IV, 26 and 28” .................... 2,595
Lightning Grade VII Grey, 28” only............... 3,795
Lightning Grade VII Blue, 26 and 28” ........... 3,795

Add $50 for shipping to your FFL holder.

Price includes a bottle of Clenzoil, plus a pair of Briley-made 
Skeet choke tubes with all field guns. We offer leather- 
covered pads ($300) to your LOP requirements and custom 
stock-bending ($300) for right- and left-handed shooters.

We also sell Merkel and Fabarm Shotguns

Bill Hanus Birdguns, LLC 541/265-7433
P.O. Box 533 Fax for dealer FFL’s: 541/265-7400
Newport, OR 97365 www.billhanusbirdguns.com


